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The $4 billion purchase by Berkshire Hathaway of 80% of Iscar Metalworking, an Israeli 
firm that manufactures metal working tools for customers in the global automobile, die 
and mold and aerospace industries, stunned the markets. It was Berkshire’s first 
acquisition of a company with headquarters outside the US. The world wanted to know 
what was so compelling about this Israeli firm that lead Berkshire’s CEO Warren Buffett, 
to move out of his comfort zone and make such an unconventional investment. 

 

The recently-published IMD case study, The Oracle of Omaha Meets the Visionaries of 
Galilee, tracks the story of Iscar’s founding 56 years ago, its development into one of the 
powerhouses of its industry under the management of second generation leader, Eitan 
Wertheimer, and how and why the deal was done with Berkshire. As part of the case 
launch and in celebration of 20 years of family business research and education at IMD, 
Mr. Buffett and Mr. Wertheimer stopped by the Lausanne campus on May 20, 2008, 
addressing business leaders and surprising MBA students studying the case.  

 

During his visit to IMD, Buffett described his approach to investing: 

The important thing is to buy into the right business with the right people, 
and at the right price. 

Further, he counsels individual investors not to expect rewards too quickly. Hard work and 
consistency of approach are critical, not only in stock purchases but also in managing 
companies. Buffett and family business owners share a belief in these values, along with a 
commitment to a long-term investment horizon, a robust corporate culture and a 
leadership team with a passion for its business. 

 

There are times, however, when every family business will face a fork in the road. Either 
through a succession vacuum, family disunity or financial constraints, many family 
enterprises will need to examine their options for securing their firm’s future and the 
family’s wealth. 

 

Iscar managers recognized that both a familiar and a different future were needed to 
preserve the company’s long-term health. Several issues drove Iscar to consider its 
options. Retirement loomed in the medium-term for the family chairman and the next 
generation’s interest in hands-on management of the company seemed uncertain. 
Besides, Wertheimer wanted to give his family a valuable gift – the freedom to pursue 
their passions. They could choose to become involved in the family company or they could 
indulge their interests in law, medicine or art. 
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It was important that the company locate the best long-term partner, rather than just the 
best price. Iscar’s management evaluated a broad range of options. It could: 

 

• Remain independent and risk the future 

• Merge with another company, but Iscar’s size was already large and its corporate 
culture strong 

• Launch an IPO, but public ownership and reporting would only slow Iscar down 

• Solicit private equity offers, but two generations of Wertheimers had invested too 
much of themselves in the company to see it treated as a commodity. They 
evaluated exit opportunities as follows: 

 

 

 

 

The Iscar search team was made up of both family and key management representatives. 
Wertheimer wanted both transparency and direct involvement of the key stakeholders in 
this important decision. And he was prepared to give priority to the continuity of the 
business over maximizing shareholder return. The search team finally agreed on the 
answer. Berkshire Hathaway was the perfect home for a firm that was passionate about its 
business and thrived on innovation, independence and delighting each customer. A short 
letter written by Wertheimer made the company and its people come alive for Buffett. A 
follow-up visit to Berkshire headquarters gave Buffett a fuller measure of Iscar and its 
leaders. A deal was transacted five months later. And the rest, as they say, is history. 

 

Professor Joachim Schwass is Professor of Family Business at IMD and Director of the 
Leading the Family Business program. 
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RELATED PROGRAMS 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
LEADING THE FAMILY BUSINESS - http://www.imd.ch/lfb 
Assuring the Continuity of Family-Owned Enterprises  
Program Director Joachim Schwass 

- Understand family business challenges and how to manage critical issues  
- Probe critical issues facing family businesses:  growth, governance, succession 

and culture  
- Benchmark best practices and network to broaden your understanding of 

successful family businesses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ORCHESTRATING WINNING PERFORMANCE - http://www.imd.ch/owp 
The 6-day global business program  
Program Director Bettina Buechel  

− A unique energizer: boost your performance, broaden your perspectives and 
expand your global network  

− Design the program that suits you 
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